High Reflectance Multiple Step Metal Grating for Multichannel Reflector
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ABSTRACT
The multiple step subwavelength metal grating with relief structure is designed and analyzed in which the profile of grating structure is having a relief structure with multiple steps. The optical presentation of traditional structure is evaluated and compared in terms of reflectivity over visible and ultra violet spectrum with the help of Opti-FDTD. It is shown that, near the ultra violet band multiple reflections can be found compared to traditional metal grating in the same parameters. With these characteristics, designed metal grating with multiple steps is expected to find applications in optical communication as multichannel reflector.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As an vital optical element, gratings take part in the fundamental role in all types of optical systems. In view of the fact that Nevdakh et al. [1] had considered the polarization uniqueness of subwavelength grating has develop into the focus of researches in most recent years. Researchers have done work on gratings and they concluded that when grating period is near to or slightly smaller than the wavelength then it will be having good polarization characteristics. With this characteristic, we can fabricate a variety of polarizing devices, such as special wave plates [2], polarizing color filters [8, 9], and polarizing beam splitters [3–7]. But if wavelength and grating period are at large gap from each other then there will be weak polarization characteristics. On the supplementary hand, the fabrication has been very grown-up. As given in the grating equation, when light propagates onto the subwavelength grating surface, just the zeroth-order diffraction exists [6]. Traditional subwavelength metal grating reflectance is generally about 51% at only one wavelength point in the particular wavelength area.

![Figure 1: Traditional subwavelength metal grating with glass substrate and Si grating where grating period=1μm and grating width=0.5μm and height=0.25 μm](image)

In this given structure of traditional metal grating, glass substrate is used having refractive index of 1.5 and grating used is of Silicon having refractive index of 3.48. Grating period is of 1μm and grating width of 0.5μm. We have examined the reflectivity power of this structure at input wavelength of 1.55μm and optimized by using Opti FDTD in the wavelength range of 400nm to 900nm and we get high reflectivity power only at one wavelength point, that is very poor reflectivity over this range. So, here we want to improve the reflectivity over visible and ultra violet region. Various structures have been implemented recently to use gratings as various optoelectronic devices. Included planar waveguide circuits are extensively used in optical telecommunication systems, with AWG (arrayed waveguide grating) multiplexers being one of the most composite of such circuits [4]. Presently, these viable waveguide devices are characteristically made from doped silica glass with a low refractive index distinction. The high-index contrast (HIC) SOI material system obtain the potential of a considerable size and cost diminution of integrated planar waveguide devices, as well as AWGs [5,11]. Additionally, new applications are raising for miniaturized SOI waveguide devices. Such as, we have lately demonstrated a dense high resolution micro spectrometer [12]. In our design we will show how a multistep grating can be used for multichannel reflections.

![Figure 2: Reflectivity vs. wavelength characteristic for traditional grating structure at 1.55nm input wavelength](image)

2. DESIGN AND STRUCTURE
Figure 1 shows schematic of traditional subwavelength metal grating here grating layer used is of Silica (refractive index, n=3.48). Here p is the grating period, w is the grating width and h is the grating height. So filling factor for this structure can be calculated as f = w/p[10]. This factor plays an significant responsibility in determining the optical properties of gratings. Owing to different materials with different reflection powers, thus choosing the right material is chief problem. In our proposed method we used layer of gratings. In order to improve reflectivity power of traditional subwavelength metal grating, subwavelength metal gratings with relief structures designed by using multiple steps are
shown in figure 3. First layer which we used is of tourmaline having refractive index 1.63, second layer we choose is of purpurite having refractive index 1.84 and third layer is lumicera having refractive index 2.08. Here we will discuss two step and three step gratings. Substrate used here is of refractive index 1.5. Heights of different layers are taken as h1, h2 and h3 respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The subwavelength metal grating we used in our structure is having glass substrate and grating used is of different refractive indexes which vary layer by layer. Input wavelength used here in our design is of 1.55\(\mu\)m. We have calculated the results in wavelength range of 400nm to 900nm or we can say over visible and ultra violet region. We have evaluated results using Opti FDTD. Reflectivity when calculated for two step grating is about 80% but when calculated for three step grating it is about 99.9% which we can say is perfect result for reflectance. We can see that in our result we got multiple reflections. So, we can use our design as a multichannel reflector.

4. CONCLUSION

As shown from our reflectivity curves, reflectivity for traditional metal grating is of about 51% but by using our design we can get reflectivity of about 99.9% by using multiple step structure.
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